
iPhone Photography – Class 1 outline 
 
iPhone Camera Features Compared 
Apple iPhone model comparison charts at http://www.apple.com/iphone/compare  
 
FRONT-FACING CAMERA is the best camera. Rear-facing (for selfies) produces lower quality. 
iPhone 8 and newer – there are two front facing cameras – “normal” and “telephoto” 
 
 
SETTINGS: PHOTOS 
iCloud Photo Library ON 

Automatically uploads and stores your entire Camera Roll image library in your iCloud account.  Allows access that 
library from all your devices. 5 GB of storage space free. Rent more space: 50 GB for $.99/mo, 200 GB for $2.99/mo 

Optimize iPhone Storage will keep lower-resolution photos and videos cached locally, storing the high-quality originals 
in your iCloud account. Allows more storage on phone.  

Download and Keep Originals will allow iPhone to store photos/videos at full resolution, along with your full resolution 
files in your iCloud account. 

Upload to My Photo Stream allows you to view your images on all your iOS devices, just like you can with your iCloud 
Library turned on – so using Photo Stream is redundant. Photo Stream stores photos/videos without using your iCloud 
account space, but only the most recent 1,000 photos or the last 30 days. 

 

 
LOCATING AND USING THE CONTROLS (iOS 11)  Quick Swipe to open from Lock Screen 

 
SHOOTING MODES Choose by tapping or swiping.  
Note appearance of Shutter Button
 

NOTE: Bursts happen except with flash. A Burst is a continuous exposure string as long as Shutter Button depressed. 

Time Lapse: low frame-rate, 1-2 frames per second (playback at standard 30 fps means action speeds up) 
Note: the longer you record for, the fewer frames will be captured each second. Stationary camera. 

Slo-mo: This frame rate takes many more frames-per-second than normal video, but plays them back at a 
normal speed, so action slows down. 

Video: Depending on which device you have, you can change video recording mode from 720p(ixel) all the 
way up to 4K, and from 30 frames per second to 60fps (smoother). 

 NOTE: View video, drag sliders along bottom strip of video frames to edit ends on video.      

Photo: typical rectangular aspect        Square: wastes some sensor        

Pan(orama): tricky, fun, demanding. Hold vertical, hold steady, turn slowly. Distortion 

Portrait: Telephoto and wide-angle lens feed software calculations so your portrait background is blurry. 

Portrait Lighting: Calculations also allow software to alter/enhance/dramatize the “natural” lighting 

 
LIVE FILTERS  8 filters affect live image – slider under image screen gives preview. 
Don’t use! Apply filters later – in the Edit mode. Always take original with full information. 

 
    FLASH: On, Off, or AUTO. Not effective beyond 12” away. Almost useless. Battery drainer. 
 

HDR camera takes under, over and normal exposures, and blends for optimal image. Not effective. Leave OFF 
 
LIVE PHOTOS: Approximately 1.5 seconds of movement and sound is stored along with each 12-megapixel 
still image. Motion is played back briefly when swiping across photos, or when Live Photos are used as a lock 
screen wallpaper or Apple Watch face. 
 
SELF-TIMER: 3- or 10-second delay – light flashes, counter records the burst of 10 
 
 

 

 

	

	

	

	



TAKING PICTURES  
Turn on grid (rule of thirds) for composition (SETTINGS > Camera > Grid ON) 
Hold the camera horizontally or vertically? Horizontally for video is better. 
Focus and Exposure indicators 
 Touch area of scene to specify focus and exposure (Yellow Square appears where you touch) 
  Move Yellow Sun slider at side of Yellow Square to lighten/darken exposure 
 Touch-and-hold an area of scene to LOCK the focus and exposure (AE/AF Lock notice) 
 Focus Lock predetermines area in focus (movement in the scene, or camera chooses wrong). 
HDR (high dynamic range) blends best exposures of high contrast scenes. 
Alternative Shutter buttons up to 6/6S (Volume controls, ear-bud wires) – not on iPhone 7 and above 
 

SHARING IMAGES 
 
The Sharing icon is on the lower left when you review a video or photo. 
You then select the photo(s) you want to share on the next screen. 

 
In the first row you get a sliding list of icons for different sharing methods 
 

 
 
In the next line you get a sliding list of other functions, Experiment. 
 
 

ACCESSING IMAGES 
 

In the Camera app, the image thumbnail lower left gives access your last image; once you’ve opened an image, 
swipe Camera Roll filmstrip at bottom to page through images/videos going back chronologically. 
In Camera app, when you are reviewing image, you can go to All Photos upper right, to get to Photos  

 
PHOTOS is the place where all your images are accessible. Photos arranged into groups based on date 
picture taken. Albums do not hold duplicate images. The images reside on the Camera Roll – the 
albums have “references” – like a catalog of images live somewhere else.  
 

ALBUMS         Here are groups of images allotted to different “albums”, The iPhone automatically puts some pictures in 
default album folders. Like Videos or Selfies You can make custom content albums and assign images to them. 
 

NOTE:  Albums contain a reference image – not the actual image. Think of Albums as places where your actual images 
are represented for organizational purposes.  
- Trashing an image in an album just removes the “reference” from the album – the image is still in the photo library. - - -
- Trashing an entire album does not remove the image from the photo library. 
 

NOTE:  In the Camera app, tagging an image as a Favorite (heart) puts it in the default Favorites album. 
 

Collections are larger groups, based on longer time spans and bigger geographical area 
 Settings>Privacy>Location Services to allow location  

An edited image will appear as a recent photo 
Albums – Camera Roll is top “album” 
 Default albums named after camera modes and personal specifications 
 Make a new album: in Albums use + upper right. Name album. Appears in your personal album section, empty 
 Add image to an album:  

- in Photos, use Select in upper right, select the image(s) (blue circle with check)  
- Use Add To, center bottom, then choose the appropriate Album. Watch image drop in. 

 

 
Lynda.com 
Professionally produced video tutorials on graphic arts, photography, used by industry, just bought by LinkedIn. 
Free online access to all videos and downloadable exercise files through your Westchester Library System card. 
Go to http://www.westchesterlibraries.org/ , the Learn tab, first link. 

 
Another simple tutorial/explanatory site is https://www.imore.com/  

	

	

	

	

	


